COLLABORATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE WORKPLACE

Is your business prepared for the
return of employees to the office?

Companies are envisioning a ‘new normal’, prioritising
additional space and flexibility with an increase in
employees working from home on a semi-regular basis.

With offices empty or less occupied this is
an ideal time to build, plan and deliver the
strategy for return to work.

“A survey by Gartner found that 41% of employees are
more likely to work remotely at least some of the time
post-pandemic.” (CNBC)

Some of our key services include:

The way we are working, collaborating and
communicating with our key partners, suppliers and
clients has changed overnight. During these
unprecedented times video conferencing technology
has enabled people to remain connected working from
anywhere, and importantly on any device.

• Space optimisation planning & solutions

With video now the new normal is your workplace
ready and enabled for your teams to return?
The majority of offices and meeting spaces are not
currently designed to support social distancing,
meaning for the foreseeable future we will need to
work in a different way and adapt our workflows and
meeting practices to connect our teams in both
physical meeting spaces and those at home working in
the virtual workplace.

• Return to work health checks for existing
equipment, meeting rooms, networks and
collaboration tools.

• Booking & scheduling – monitoring staff
access, numbers and meeting spaces.
• Remote management of office technology &
traffic – monitoring the number of people in
meeting rooms for safety compliance.
• Meeting room & technology redesign – do
you need more smaller breakout rooms?
• Bringing WFH & BYOD/BYOM multicollaboration platforms & tools to the office
securely and efficiently.
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Contact your account manager to arrange a
virtual workshop with our wider technical
team at Kinly. Or submit an enquiry form on
our website to schedule a meeting.
Enquire now

kinly.com

Managing multiple
collaboration tools in the
workplace
Most companies have more than one collaboration
app because end users deployed their own. While an
organization may standardize on one collaboration
platform, users will still choose others - a trend we
predict will have been further fuelled by COVID-19 where users will have made their own choices to
implement tools to keep teams/departments/regions
connected.
“A common deployment scenario now is organizations
have a core corporate application, such as Microsoft
Teams or Webex Teams, and complement it with
another deployment” according to Nemertes
Research analyst Irwin Lazar. (TechTarget)
Focus on ease of use, in a world of technology that
can be confusing for a lot of people
Despite the mass adoption of collaboration
technology due to the coronavirus outbreak we also
recognise that this technology can still be confusing
for a lot of people. To work efficiently we need
predictable, secure and dependable ways to meet
together, we need our physical and virtual
workspaces to be in tune, together as one.
For us it does not stop with technology. We will be
there every step of the way to help you work smarter,
in different places and spaces.
Contact your account manager to arrange a virtual
workshop with our wider technical team at Kinly.
Or submit an enquiry form on our website to
schedule a meeting.
Enquire now

How can Kinly help?
Kinly Trusted Advisor Consultancy
We have developed a methodology based on
best practices, starting with people and process
before technology. We combine this with our
knowledge of human behaviour in collaboration
environments, to make sure the technology also
will fit the rooms and settings in which they are
to be used.
Kinly Smart Monitoring
Managing complex collaboration environments
requires expertise and experience. Our Kinly
Smart Monitoring service will give you valuable
insight into your collaboration estate and use
patterns.
Kinly RTW Preventative Maintenance Support
Designed to provide reassurance that critical
meeting spaces are functioning correctly before
staff return to work (RTW). Kinly engineers will
perform remedial works remotely to address
deficiencies where possible, and a detailed
report output will be provided of room health
and further recommendations where applicable.
Kinly Interoperability Solutions
Personal CloudRooms allow users to host
meetings, share content and collaborate with
multiple participants across different platforms
and endpoints/devices.
Kinly Room Design Simplicity
Kinly has developed a range of standardized
room solutions for Cisco and Microsoft backed
by an extensive program of services for scalable
rollouts and smooth operations.
Kinly Events
With Kinly Event Services companies can host
virtual online Town Hall meetings, or multi-day
training events and more. Can be self-hosted or
supported by a dedicated team of global
concierge operators.

